RESEARCH SEMINARS

- **Severyns Ravenholdt Seminar in Comparative Politics (SR - SCP)**
- **University of Washington International Security Colloquium (UWISC)**
- **University of Washington Political Economy Forum (UW PE)**

**SEVERYN'S RAVENHOLT SEMINAR IN COMPARATIVE POLITICS**

The Severyns Ravenholdt Seminar in Comparative Politics (SR-SCP) brings together visiting speakers, faculty, and graduate students to discuss research on the forefront of comparative politics and political economy. The seminar generally meets three times a quarter, with a mix of presentations by visiting scholars and UW graduate students. All lectures are held on Fridays from 1:30-3:00 pm over Zoom, unless otherwise noted (Contact Kenya Amano via srscp@uw.edu to access the Zoom link).

For more information, please contact srscp@uw.edu.

The SR-SCP is generously sponsored by the Severyns Ravenholdt endowment.

*About the Severyns Ravenholdt Endowment and Call for Nominations*

**UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON INTERNATIONAL SECURITY COLLOQUIUM**

The University of Washington International Security Colloquium (UWISC) is the only academic colloquium devoted to international security in the Pacific Northwest. The Colloquium is interdisciplinary and open to the public and sponsors seven to nine domestic and international speakers, as well as speakers from UW faculty and students.

All lectures are held on **Fridays from 12:00-1:20 pm over Zoom**, unless otherwise noted (Contact Bree Bang-Jensen via uwisc@uw.edu to access the Zoom link)

UWISC is sponsored by the Severyns-Ravenholdt Endowment, the Richard B. Wesley Graduate Student Fund for International Relations, the UW Political Science Department, and the Center for Global Studies at the Jackson School of International Studies.

*Visit the UWISC website.*

**UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON POLITICAL ECONOMY FORUM**

The Political Economy Forum at the University of Washington brings together diverse scholars and citizens interested in development, innovation and public policy.

The Forum is dedicated to increasing interdisciplinary knowledge and collaboration between researchers working at the intersection(s) of political science, economics and public policy (broadly conceived). The Forum provides an opportunity for folks with common interests to interact across disciplinary boundaries. What we share in common are theoretical, methodological and policy interests that speak to important social, economic and political issues.

While the primary goal of the Forum is to bridge disciplinary divides and foster collaborative approaches to research, we are dedicated to the tenets of evidence based policy: informing collective decisions with facts, logic and evidence and undertaking cost benefit analysis.

*Visit the UW Political Economy Forum website.*